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Abstract: The objective of the Supply Chain Plan optimization project is to define an end-to-end (E2E)
speed- and cost-optimal Sales and Operations Plan (S&OP) under the network constraints. We take
forward-looking planning and design decisions, working backwards from ZIP2 level customer demand
forecast, using forward looking transportation connectivity. We optimize for speed and cost, rather than
basing planning decisions on past executions, plans and settings. The optimization model is a modular
algorihm which combines Operations Research (OR) and Machine Learning (ML) techniques. Overall,
the model iteratively solves two optimization problems for inbound (IB) and outbound (OB) decisions in
order to converge to an E2E optimal S&OP. The model optimizes IB decisions to achieve an ideal
inventory picture (in terms of both selection and depth) that aims to reduce the distance to the
forecasted customer demand and increase local in stock. Based on the new predicted inventory picture
and demand, the model re-optimizes the OB solutions in order to simulate the fulfilment network with
the new inventory picture. To this end, the model maximizes speed and minimizes total cost while
respecting laws of physics constraints such as maximum machine capacity of each node or network
connectivity.
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